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ABSTRACT

The objective of this thesis is to contribute for design

and operation of Purex process, which is adopted as commercial

spent nuclear fuel reprocessing plant, by modeling of the

Purex process and its simulation. The following studies were

carried out in this thesis especially for the dissolution

process in the head end process and the extraction process as

the main process.

(i) Modeling of the dissolution dynamics and its simulation:

Rate equations developed here {nvolve both penetration

of nitric acid solution into the uranium dioxide pellet

and chemical reaction kinetics. Rate constants in the

equations were determined from several experimental results

of the U02 pellet dissolution. Simulated results based

on the rate equations gave good agreement wi th the

experimental ones.

(ii) Modeling of the extraction process In the pulsed column

and its simulation:

A progression model, which was able to describe axial

change of back-mixing In the pulsed column and had

simple expression, was adopted "as the simulation model

of the extraction process in the pulsed column. Both

the steady-state and dynamic simulation of extraction

behavior in the pulsed column gave good agreement with

simulated experimental results.

(iii) Estimation of distribution coefficients of neptunium,

uranium and plutonium in TBP/n-dodecane-nit.ric acid syst.em:

The estimat.ion equations of the dist.ribution coefficient.s
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of neptunium, uranium and pluL~nium In TBP/n-dodecane

nitric acid system were developed. Respective equilibrium

constants in the equations were correlat.ed with the

total ionic strength in the aqueous phase. Distribution

coefficients estimated by these equations gave good

agreement with the experimental data presented.

(iv) Analysis of oxidation-reduction reaction between Np(V)

and Np(VI) by nitrous acid and simulation of neptunium

behavior in the extractor:

Rate and equilibrium constants of the oxidation-reduction

reaction were determined from extraction experiments

with mixer-settler based on a new extraction model,

which had an assumption that all oxidation-reduction

reactions occurred only in aqueous phase. By using

determined rate equation, simulated neptunium concentration

profiles in the mixer-settler gave good agreement with

the experimental profiles.

(v) Development of Purex process flowsheet calculation system:

A COMPAS (COMputer aided Process flowsheet design and

analysis system for nuclear fuel reprocessing) system

was summarized. An example of the application was shown

for the determination of operational conditions for flow

control of neptunium in the Purex process. This system

is available for R&D study on the safety operation and

waste minimization of the Purex process.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
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I-l. Modeling of Purex Process and Its Simulation

Spent fuel discharged from a nuclear power reactor after

irradiation contains large amounts of radioactive and neutron

absorbing fission products. On the other hand, appreciable

amount of valuable fissile nuclides, such as 235U and plutonium

are still contained in the fuel. Spent nuclear fuel reprocess1ng,

therefore, 1S carried out 1n order to recover uranium and

plutonium for reuse as the fuels and to remove the radioactive

and neutron-absorbing fission products from them. Recovered

uranium and plutonium can be recycled to a light water reactor

(LWR) or a fast breeder reactor (FBR) .. Research and development

of the fuel reprocessing are very important for the fuel cycle

as well as those of the FER and a uranium enrichment. Several

commercial reprocessing plants have been constructed and operated

in U. K. and France. In Japan, a large scale commerc ial

reprocess ing plant is bui Iding at Rokkasho-mura, Aomor i

prefecture and 1S gOlng to be operated early in the 21th

century. These plants have adopted the Purex process for

enriched uranium fuel from the LWR power plant.

The Purex process was developed by General Electric

Company (GE) in U.S. and carried out the first pilot-plant

experiment at U.S. Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) from

1950 to 1952. Solvent extraction technique was used in the

Purex process to separate uranium and plutonium from other

nuclides. Figure 1-1 shows the schematic diagram of the Purex

process[l] The process consists of a series of three steps;
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Fuel Preparation --. Extraction Process -----.------r Process
Conversion Process

Fig.I-l

Pu Conversion

--+)01 U Conversion I~-""'~
-----

Schematic diagram of Purex process

preparation, extraction and conversion. The maln purpose of

the preparation step is to change the fuel rods shipped from

the nuclear power plant from solid form to liquid one in order

to carry out liquid-liquid extraction at the following step.

After cooling the fuels in a water pool, they are sheared to a

number of small pins mechanically. After that, the sheared

plns are dissolved in a hot nitric acid solution. The

dissolution, which contains uranium, plutonium and other fission

products, lS adjusted to proper concentration, then fed to the

next extraction step. The extraction step consists of three

parts; co-decontamination, U-Pu partition and the respective

purification process. This step uses a mixture of tributyl

phosphate (TBP) and a hydrocarbon diluent to extract uranyl

nitrate and tetravalent plutonium nitrate from an aqueous

solution containing nitric acid.

3
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process, the uranyl and the tetravalent plutonium nitrates are

extracted by TBP to separate from other nuclides such as

fission products (FP) and other transuranium (TRU) elements.

Separation of plutonium from uranium is carried out in the

following U-Pu partition process. This lS done by reducing

the plutonium from tetravalent state to the trivalent one, in

which it is not extractable by TBP. Uranous nitrate (U(N03)4)

and hydroxylamine are generally used as the reducing agents of

the tetravalent plutonium. The separated uranium and plutonium

are purified by solvent extraction in the respective purification

process. A mixer-settler, a pulsed column and a centrifugal

contactor are used as extractor in the extraction step. After

the extraction step, the purified uranium and plutonium nitrate

are converted to oxide form, such as U0 2 and Pu0 2 , In the

conversion step. The uranium and plutonium oxides are stored

or shipped to a uranium enrichment facility or a fuel fabrication

facility.

As stated above, the Purex process seems to be an

established technology. However, there are still many problems

tha t should be so I ved at present and in the future. The

former research and development for the Purex process was

aimed to effective separation of uranium and plutonium as the

fuels. Recently, the large part of the problems, however, are

concerned with safety aspect and radio active waste management.

It is needless to say that the safety operation of the

Purex process has been achieved. If a Mixed Oxide Fuel (MOX)

for the LWR or the FBR fuel is reprocessed by the Purex

process in the near future, the operational conditions for a

4



conventional uranium oxide fuel must be changed. It lS also

required more careful consideration for the safety operation

prudently, because the irradiated MOX and FBR fuels should

have more active fission products than the irradiated conventional

uranium oxide fuels.

Before considering a reasonable radio active waste

management, we should care about minimization of the waste

volume from the reprocessing plant. Behavior of the uranium

and plutonium in the Purex process has been almost known. In

spite of containing various nuclides except uranium and plutonium

in the waste, the behavior of the other nuclides, such as TRU

elements and FP, however has not been made almos t clear.

Further researches for the characteristics of other nuclides

are required for the waste minimization problems in the Purex

process.

It is usual for their researches and developments to

carry out experiments in a hot laboratory. Such the experiments

are more danger than the experiments in a cold area. Moreover,

it is very expensive and time-consuming because of shielding

to radiations, disposal of experimental waste and so on. For

these reasons, it is advisable for the researches and developments

of the Purex process to simulate the quclide's behavior in the

process by a computer numerically as much as possible.

The important steps in the Purex process are the dissolution

and the extraction. It is not too much to say that these two

steps determine the behavior of the process. Therefore,

modeling and simulation studies for the dissolution and the

extraction process are illustrated in this thesis. From the
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viewpoint of numerical simulation, chree characteristics of

the process are given below;

(i) The process has heterogeneous system, solid-liquid and

liquid-liquid system.

(ii) Reaction rates and equilibrium constants are described

by non-linear functions depending upon the concentration

of the components in the system.

(iii) A lot of nuclides must be handled by the numerical

simulation in view of the safety and the waste minimization.

Review of the previous works about the numerical simulation

for the Purex process is given in the next section.

1-2. Review of Previous Works

Modeling and simulation studies for the Purex process

have been carried out for process design and its operation. A

main concern in their studies was behavior of uranium and

plutonium in the equipment, such as a dissolver and an

extractor. The studies aimed an improvement of safety and a

minimization of the waste, however, cannot be found too much

at present. Review of previous works for modeling and

simulation in the dissolution and the extraction process are

described in the following sections. Previous works for the

process flowsheet calculation of the Purex process are also

described.

I-2-1. Dissolution Process

In the dissolution process, reaction kinetics of the
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dissolution have been studied experimentally. Taylor et al.

have attempted to make a qualitative assessment of whether the

process is controlled by chemical kinetics or by penetration

of reacting species and the initial rate of dissolution has

been attributed to the build-up of nitrite ions, which then

catalyze further dissolution[2]. Shabbir et al. have attempted

to allow for a changing surface area for dissolution by

assuming that the dissolution occurs uniformly at the external

surfaces of fuel pellets [3,4] . This approach, however, lS

only applicable to describe the initial dissolution rate. It

is known that the fuel dissolution behavior strongly depends

on the conditions of the fuel pin, e.g., conditions of

sintering, irradiation and so on. These results imply that

the fuel dissolution involves some complicated processes, such

as penetration, reaction and so OD. Hodgson has proposed a

numerical simulation model to describe the complicated behavior

of fuel dissolution[5]. He has also determined the penetration

rate constants of his model. He, however, did not give the

details of the chemical reaction kinetics.

I-2-2. Extraction Process

In the extraction process, several simulation programs,

which are simply called "codes" or "simulation codes", have

been developed since early 1970 's. The codes simulate the

extraction behavior of uranium, plutonium and nitric acid in

the extractor. Since model descriptions of the mixer-settler

and the pulsed column are different from each other, the code

has independently developed for the each type of the extractor.
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For the mixer-settler, typical simulation codes are

SEPHIS [6] and MIXSET [7] developed a t the ORNL and Power

Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corp. (PNC) in Japan,

respectively. Equilibrium stage is applied to one stage of

the mixer-settler for both the SEPHIS and the MIXSET. Estimation

equations of distribution coefficients for uranlum, plutonium

and nitric acid are the functions of nitrate ion concentration

in aqueous phase.

For the pulsed column, typical simulation codes are

PULCO [8], DYNAC [9] and VISCO] [10] developed by Gonda et al.,

Nabeshima et al. and Petrich et al., respectively. Since the

pulsed column is operated by giving a continuous pulsation to

achieve a uniform mixing, the flow in the pulsed column is not

ideal, then the equilibrium stage model can not be applied. A

dispersion model[ll], therefore, was applied to the PULCO and

the VISCO to describe the flow behavior in the pulsed column.

On the other hand, the DYNAC adopted a back mixing model.

However, if reconsideration of the flow model is taken, more

exact simulation or simpler calculation may be possible.

Particularly, in case of multi-component system, which has not

only uranium and plutonium but also other components, a simple

flow model is better, because it takes long time for calculation

of equiriblium and reaction behavior of the components in the

pulsed column.

For the centrifugal contactor, no simulation code has

been developed until now. The simulation code for the

mixer-settler, however, may be used for the centrifugal contactor,

1 This code is also possible to simulate the mixer-settler extractor.
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because its stage regards equilibrium one.

Some informations are required to simulate the extraction

process. The distribution coefficients of uranium, plutonium,

nitric acid and the other components are essential informations

for the extraction process. Many workers have measured the

distribution coefficients of these between TBP/n-alkane diluent

and nitric acid solution for wide range. of solute concentration.

Many of these data have been published by Kolarik et al. [12] .

The distribution coefficients depend on the solute concentrations

in the system, because the solution lS non ideal. Two

approaches of the distribution coefficients estimation have

been developed. One approach is preparation of distribution

coefficient database. In this approach, a proper distribution

coefficient is retrieved the database and interpolated by the

retrieved data. Milles et al. have developed a DISCOSEARCH[13],

which is computerized retrieval system for the distribution

coef f icients, along this approach. The other approach is

establishment of some predetermined estimation equations from

the distribution data. It is convenient for programing the

simulation code because desired distribution coefficient can

be calculated explicitly. All the simulation codes stated

above have been introduced the estimation equations of the

distribution coefficients along this approach. Horner has

proposed the estimation equations in the SEPHIS code[6]. His

equations are the functions depending on an ionic strength of

the aqueous phase. On the other hand, Richardson has proposed

the equations that depends on total nitrate ion concentration

In the aqueous phase and introduced it into the SEPHIS
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code[14] . The other codes except the SEPHIS have also used

the similar equations by Horner and Richardson.

Reaction kinetics and equilibrium criteria are also required

to simulate the extraction process, particularly U-Pu partition

process. Reduction kinetics of Pu(IV) to Pu(III) by U4
' and

hydroxylamine nitrate (HAN) are studied by Newton[lS] and

Barney[16] , respectively. Several reactions concernlng the

above reactions, such as decomposition of HN0 2 by hydrazine 2 [17] ,

have been also studied. If the numerical simulations are

carried out in view of the safety and the waste minimization,

the reaction kinetics and the equilibrium criteria concerning

the other component except uranium and plutonium are required.

These kind of researches, however, are not many in the past.

Part icular ly, extrac t ion exper imen ts 0 f the laboratory or

plant scale cannot almost be seen in the open literature. In

spite of this situation, Tachimori has developed an EXTRA-M

simulation code[18] collecting the reaction kinetics data

concerning wi th not only U and Pu but al so Np, Tc and Zr,

recently. Since the researches like this are just starting,

more researches should be required to promote the reliability

of such the simulation code.

I-2-3. Process Flowsheet Calculation

Process flowsheet calculation is required to design the

Purex process and to decide a proper operational condition.

Several flowsheet calculation programs for design and simulation

HN02 + N2H4 --> HN
1

+ 2 H
2
0

Since nitrous acid produced by these reactions causes reoxidation of

Pu(III), hydrazine is required as a stabilizer.
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of the general chemical process have been on the market[19].

Some of them could be also used for design and operation of

the nuclear fuel reprocessing. REPROCX[20j have been developed

at Harwell laboratory as a flowsheet calculation system for

the reprocessing process in order to facilitate linking several

established simulation codes. It also contains a plenty of

knowledge and experiences of UK fuel reprocessing. The

REPROCX, however, would be unsuitable to modify the process

structure eas i ly. Therefore, though it lS convenient for

decision of the operational condition to an established plant,

it is not suitable for planning and designing the plant based

on a new concept. For the researches and developments having

the view point of the safety and the waste minimization, a

flexible flowsheet calculation system is strong~y desired.

I-3. Summary of the Thesis

In this thesis, the followings are carried out;

(i) Reconsideration of the numerical "model for the dissolution

and the extraction process.

(ii) Extension of the numerical model that can simulate the

behavior of not only the uranium and plutonium but also

other components in the system.

(iii) Development of the Purex process flowsheet calculation

system.

The numerical model always has several model parameters, such

as rate and equilibrium constants. A nonlinear least squares

method was applied to determine the model parameters through
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the works. This approach lS valid for the hot experiment that

is hard to carry out many times.

This thesis consists of seven chapters. The first

chapter is introduction of this thesis. Dynamic model for

uranium dissolution are introduced in the second chapter[21,22].

The dissolution rate equations are determined from experiments

of uranium dioxide pellets dissolution. A new flow model of

the pulsed column used at the extraction process lS proposed

in the third chapter[23J. Dynamic simulation of the pulsed

column is also carried out by using of this model [24] .

Analysis of neptunium behavior in the extractor is described

in the next two chapters. Since the quantity of neptunium in

the spent MOX or FBR fuel will increase compared with the

conventional LWR fuels in the near future, the neptunium is an

important nuclide except uranium and plutonium in the Purex

process. The behavior of neptunimn in the TBP/n-dodecane-nitric

acid system, however, is very complicated. Simulation of its

behavior requires both data of extraction equilibria between

organic and aqueous solution and of oxidation-reduction reactions

in the ni tric acid solution. In the 4-th chapter, a new

estimation equation of the neptunium distribution coefficient

is proposed[25]. The estimation equations for the distribution

coefficients of uranium, plutonium and nitric acid are also

remade in this chapter. The oxidation-reduction reactions in

the nitric acid solution are briefly summarized in the last

section in this chapter. An analysis of an oxidation-reduction

reaction between Np(V) and Np(VI) with nitrous acid is described

in the 5-th chapter[26]. For the analysis, a new approach

12



•

building the simulation code lS also suggested to easily

extend the multi-component extraction system. In this chapter,

the rate equation of the reaction lS developed from the

experimental extraction data by the simulation code based on

the new approach. In the 6-th chapter, an introduction of the

Purex process flowsheet design and analysis system is stated[27].

A feasible study of neptunium separation in the Purex process

is also carried out in this chapter. Finally, the conclusion

of this thesis is described in the 7-th chapter.

13
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II-l. Introduction

The dissolution of spent nuclear fuel is head-end process

of the Purex process. The dissolution behavior influences the

next extraction cycle and off-gas treatment process. The rate

and the mechanism of the dissolution of the fuel ,therefore,

are the important factors for design and operation of the fuel

reprocesslng. Several authors have investigated the kinetics

of dissolution of uranlum dioxide in nitric acid solution

experimentally [1-4] Since the fuel dissolution proceeds by

both of penetration of solution into a pellet and several

chemical reactions, the rate equation, however, lS complicated.

Taylor et al. have attempted to make a qualitative assessment

of whether the process is controlled by chemical kinetics or

by diffusion of reacting species and the ini tial rate of

dissolution has been attributed to the build-up of nitrite

ions which then catalyze further dissolution [1]. Shabbir et

al. have attempted to allow for a changing surface area for

dissolution by assuming that the dissolution occurs uniformly

at the external surfaces of fuel pellets[2,3]. This approach

1S only applicable to describe the initial dissolution rate.

Hodgson[Sj have proposed a dissolution model which 1S

expressed by two step scheme as:

W ----> W ----> Wue e d (II-I)

•

where Wue is unexposed mass of fuel, We is exposed mass and W
d

is dissolved one. The former process in Eq. (II-I) is considered

as the penetration process and the penetration rate may be
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A schematic diagram of experimental apparatus is shown in

also agitated with a magnetic stirrer while dissolution.

Nitrogen gas was fed into the dissolver in order to sweep NO

proportional to nitric acid concentration in the solution.

While, the later 1S considered as the chemical reaction one.

His model, however, was based on physical aspect, so that no

explanation for chemical reaction kinetics was given. In this

study, the model is extended to represent the dissolution

process which is controlled by both the penetration and the

reaction. The present model is based on experimental observations

with the unirradiated oxide fuel.

Some

The solution was

The solution in the dissolver was heated by a hot

Experimental

gas which was generated by the dissolution reactions.

1I-2.

Fig.II-l.

plate and was kept at constant temperature.

cylindrical unirradiated U0
2

pellets (<jl14. 5 X 20.0 mm) were

dissolved 1n the nitric acid solution of 500 ml at the

temperature of 353 K (80°C), 368 K (95°C) and 378 K (lOS

°C). The initial normality of nitric acid were 5, 6 and 7 N

and the initial uranyl concentration was changed from zero to

160 gil in each normality of the acid. The solution of 1.5 ml

was collected every 15 minutes in order to measure the uranyl

ion and the acid concentration. The uranyl ion and the acid

concentration were measured by absorptiometry at 415 nm and

the potentiometric titration used with NaOH, respectively.
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Fig.II-l Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus

II-3. Results and Discussion

The reactions between U0 2 and lons in the nitric acid

solution under these experimental conditions are assumed as

follows[l,2J:

k h

3 H+ + N0
3

- + U0
2
---> UO/+ + HN0

2
(aq) + H

2
0 (11--2 )

k n

2 HN02 (aq) + 2 H+ + U0 2 ---> UO/+ + 2 NO (gas) + 2 H20. (11-3)

The experimental results show that the dissolution rate of U0 2

is promoted with increase of the initial concentration of

uranyl ions as shown in Fig.II-2. Therefore, the catalyzed

reaction by the uranyl ions is also assumed as:

k c
H+ + N0 3 - + U0

2
2+ + U0

2
---> 2 U0

2
2 • + HN0

2
(aq) + H

2
0. (11-4)

Thus, the dissolution rate equations based on both the penetration

20



process and the above reaction schemes are glven as:

dW
ue

/ dt = - k p [HN0 3 ] Wue

dW
e

/dt = k
p

[HNO
J

] Wue - (kh [HN0
3

]U + k n [HJ:\J0 2]/J[HN0 3 F

+kc [HN0 3 ] 0 [UO/+]') We

d[UO/+]/dt = (1/Muo2 V) (kh[HN0;l" + k[J[HJ:\J0 2]IJ[HNO,F

+kc [HN0
3

] O[UO/+]') We

(II-6)

(II-7)

d[HNOJ / dt

(II-8)

(11-9)

where k lS a rate constant of penetration process in Eq. (II-I) ,
p

M
U02

is molecular weight of U02 and V is volume of reacting

solution. Now, the steady-state approximation can be applied

to the nitrous acid concentration as:

(11-10)

Equations (11-6), (11-7) and (11-8) are rewritten by using

Eq. (II-lO) as:

(II-II)

(11-12)

(11-13)

Consequently, nitrous acid concentration, rate constant k
n

in

Eq. (II-3) and reaction orders f3 and X are eliminated in the

rate equations above. Time changes of Wuel Wei

21
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[HNO,] were calculated by solving the simultaneous differential

equations of Eqs. (11-5), (II-11) , (II-12) and (11-13)

numerically. The rate constants k p ' k h and k c and the reaction

orders (X, 8 and E were determined to mlnlmlze the difference

between the calculated uranyl lon concentration and experimental

one by the quasi-Newton method which is one of the non-linear

optimization technique [6] .

1.2
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0
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Fig.II-2 Effect of initial uranyl ion concentration, [UO/ r
] init'

on time changes of dissolution ratio in 5 N HN0 3 at
368 K

Table 11-1 shows the penetration and reaction rate constants

and the reaction orders determined by the above method. The

reaction rate constant of catalyzed reaction by uranyl ion k c

b

was almost constant for each experimental condition.
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1I-3 shows the dissolution curve of 31.5 g U0 2 pellet at 368

K. The initial concentration of nitric acid and uranyl lon

were 5.0 Nand 94.5 gil, respectively. The dissolution curve

calculated by the presented rate equations is in good agreement

with the experimental one. On the other hand, 4 pellets

(140.5 g) were dissolved in 7.0 N nitric acid solution at 378

K as shown in Fig.II-4. The calculated dissolution curve is

also in good agreement with the experimental one. It is

concluded that the rate equations derived in this study are

applicable for wide range of uranyl ion concentration.

Table 11-1 Penetration and reaction rate constants and
reaction orders

E

[ (l Imol) Imin ]
[(1/mol)2/minJ
[(1/mo1)3/minJ

23

2.10 X 10- 3 ± 4.3 X 10-4

2 . 91 X 10 -] ± 4 . 7 X 10 -4

S.00X10- 4

2.0

2.0
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Fig.II-4 Dissolution curve of four pellets (140.5 g)
in 7 N HN03 at 378 K
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11-4. conclusion

b

The dissolution model reported by Hodgson was extended to

describe the dissolution rate depending upon the solute

concentration in the dissolution. The model also described

the dissolution process, which are controlled by both penetration

and reaction. The reaction orders and the rate constants in

the model were determined by the nonl inear leas t squares

method. The presented model is based upon the experimental

observations with the unirradiated oxide fuel, nevertheless it

should be easily extended to the irradiated oxide fuels. The

rate equations presented here should be applicable to simulation

for a batch dissolver or a continuous one.
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III-l. Introduction

-

Several simulation codes of the pulsed column used in the

purex process have been developed for optimum design and

operation of it. It is well known that a back mlxlng exists

along the column because of its pulsation[l]. A proper flow

model [2], therefore, lS required to simulate the extraction

behavior in the pulsed column. The flow behavior In the

pulsed column has been described by a dispersion model[]] or a

back-mixing model[4,S] Table III-l shows the characteristics

of the flow models. The back mlxlng In the column is

described by an axial dispersion coefficient and a back-mixing

one In the dispersion and the back-mixing models, respectively.

On the other hand, a tanks in series model uses the series of

mixed tanks to describe the flow behavior. Generally, a

degree of the back mixing varies with the axial direction of

the column because of its end effect, density change with

concentration and so on. These models shown in the table,

however, cannot describe the axial change of the back mixing

in the column. If the dispersion and the back-mixing models

are used to describe the axial change of the back mixing, the

axial dispersion and the back-mixing coefficients are the

function of the axial coordinate apparently. In the use of

the simulation codes applied the back-mixing or dispersion

model, therefore, a lot of iteration calculations might be

required to determine the concentration profiles of the components

in the colWllil..
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In this study, the progression model is proposed to

simulate the extraction behaviors in t.he column. In the

progression model, the column is virtually divided into the

mixed tanks as well as the tanks In ~erles model. Since the

each tank has same volume, the tanks in series model has one

The progression modelparameter that is the number of tanks.

has another parameter, the volume of each tank. The volume of

each tank in the progression model lS different in order to

express fairly well the degree of the back mixing along the

column.

In the second and third sections in this chapter,

verification of the progression model is illustrated. In the

4-th section, simulation of extraction dynamics in the pulsed

column is carried out by using of the progression model. It

is also shown here that the model lS applicable to not only

the steady state simulation but also the dynamics.

Table 111-1 Flow models used for simulation of the pulsed
column

Model:

Flow

Dispersion
model

Plug flow

Back-mixing
model

Mixed flow
with back flow

Tanks in series
model

Mixed flow

Parameter: Axial dispersion
coefficient

Back-mixing
coefficient

Number of
mixed tank

Code: PULCOJ1
, VISC0 6

) (SEPHIS 7), MIXSET S
))'

* Although they have been developed for the mixer-settler, they can be
Used for the simulation of the pulsed column.
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III-2. Progression Model and Calculation Procedure

Figure III-l shows the material balance of the progression

model, schematically. When the mass transfer occurs from

aqueous to organic phase, the material balance equations of

the progression model without chemical reaction terms are

given as:

dxi,j
--- =

dt

dYi, j =
dt

QYYi+l,j - Q y ..y ~,J

*y ..
~,J

*y ..
~,J

- y. . )
~,J

- y .. )
~,J

(111-1)

(111-2)

(111-3)

where, ¢ is the fractional holdup, Q is the volumetric flow

rate, and x and yare the solute concentration in aqueous and

organic phase respectively. The overall mass transfer

coefficients based on dispersed phase Kda, are obtained by

using the two-film theory[9J. Organic phase holdup ¢y is

assumed to be uniform along the column. Distribution coefficients

Di . j are given as functions of nitrate ion and uncomplexed

(free) TBP concentrations [10J .

Equations (111-1) and (111-2) are integrated numerically

from an arbitrary initial condition until steady state is

achieved. These equations were rewritten In the finite

difference form by the complete implicit method.

The volume of each tank ~ and the number of tanks were

determined by minimizing the difference between the experimental
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steady-state concentration profiles of uranium, plutonium and

nitric acid in organic phase and calculated ones. The problem

of finding the best values of the volume and the number of

tanks was solved by the Complex (Constrained simplex) method,

which was one of the non-linear optimization technique [11] .

Oy Ox

i =1

i =2

.--. i = 3

V3

Y4 x 3

Yi X i -1

Kcta
1= i...-

Vi

Yi+1 Xi

i = n

Fig.III-l Material balance
of progression
model
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III-3. verification of the Progression Model

simulations of steady state extraction behavior ln the

pulsed column are carried out to verify the progression model.

Table 111-2 shows the column geomecry and the operational

conditions in the experiment reported by Gonda et al. [12J.

Feed conditions of aqueous and organic phase in the calculation

are shown in Table 111-3.

Table 111-2 Column geometry and operational conditions

Column: Inside diameter 5.0 (cm)
Column length 200.0 (cm)

Plate: Type Sieve
Number of plates 36 (- )
Plate spaclng 5.0 (cm)
Hole diameter 0.3 (cm)
Free area 23.0 (%)
Thickness 0.2 (cm)

Pulse conditions:
Frequency 40.0 (l/min)
Amplitude 1.8 (cm)

Figure 111-2 shows the comparison between calculated and

experimental concentration profiles of uranium and nitric acid

in organic phase at the steady state. The calculated concentration

profiles of uranium and nitric acid are fairly well agreement

with the experimental ones. The number of tanks determined

from the profiles was 10. Figure 111-3 shows the tank volume

determined by the experimental profiles.
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that the back mlxlng in the column is not uniform along the

axial direction of the column, because the volume of tank is

different from each other. Figure 111-4 also shows the

calculated and experimental concentration profiles of uranium,

plutonium and nitric acid in organic phase.

tank volume is also shown In Fig.III-5.

The optimized

The calculated

concentration profiles of uranium, plutonium and nitric acid

are also in good agreement with the experimental ones. It is

concluded that the progression model is applicable to the

steady state simulation of the pulsed column

Table 111-3 Feed conditions of aqueous and organic phase for
Figs.III-2 and 111-4

Aqueous phase

(dispersed phase)

Fig.III-2 Fig.III-4

Organic phase

(continuous phase)

Fig.III-2 Fig.III-4

Flow rate (cm3 /s)

Concentration:

U(VI) (gil)

Pu (IV) (gil )

HN03 (moll 1 )

TBP (%)

1. 89 2.08

200.0 97.0

0.0 8.3

3.12 3.2

34
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0.0

0.0

0.0

30.0

3.67

0.0

0.0

0.0
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Fig.III-5
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III-4. Dynamic Simulation of Pulsed Column by
Progression Model

In this section, applicability of the progression model

to the simulation of extraction dynamics of the pulsed column

is discussed. Experimental transient response curves of

uranyl ni trate were obtained by a 4 m-long annular pulsed

column with baffle plates.

1II-4-1. Experimental

A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus IS

shown in Fig.III-6. The annular pulsed colwnn with two-hundreds

of baffle plates was used for uranium extraction. The

effective height of the column made from stainless steel was 4

m-long. The inner tube of the annular was 89 mm in outside

diameter and the outer one was 165 mm °in inside diameter. The

baffle plates with 23 % free area were also made from

stainless steel and the plate spacing was 2 cm. Three

sampling ports for measuring the organic phase concentration

and the organic phase holdup were set at 1 m intervals from

top of the column. A sampling port for solvent extract was

also set at its drain tube.

lTI Table III-4.

Operational conditions are shown

The experimental transient response curves were obtained

by in troduc ing a step change In the aqueous feed so 1u te

concentration at the top of the column. Before the step

change was carried out, the column was operated with solute

free streams in order to reach the hydraulic stability. The
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extract and the organic phase in the column were sampled every

2 minutes. The concentration of uranyl ion and nitric acid

were measured by potentiometric titration.

Table III-4 Operational conditions

Aqueous phase flow rate, Qx 20.50 [cm] / s]
Organic phase flow rate, Qy 40.83 [cm3 /s]
Aqueous feed concentration:

U(VI) 158.5 [g/l]
HN0 3 3.12 [moll 1 ]

Pulse conditions:
Frequency 55.0 [cpm]
Amplitude 2.00 [cm]

Dispersed phase: Aqueous
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Fig.111-6 Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus
(1 :Annular pulsed column with baffle plates, 2:Pulse
generator, 3:Pulse leg, 4: Sampling ports,
5:Interface controller, 6:Solvent extract storage
vessel, 7:Raffinate storage vessel, 8:Aqueous feed
storage vessel, 9: Organic feed storage vessel,
10:feed pumps)
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1II-4-2. Results and Discussion

Figure III-7 shows the steady state concentration profiles

of uranium and nitric acid in organic phase. Dispersed phase

(aqueous phase) holdup was about 5 ~ through the operation.

The number of tanks determined by using this profiles were 9

and the change of tank volume was determined as shown in

Fig. III-8 .

0.3

0.0
345 6 7 8 9

Bottom---'

Tank Number

1 2
.... Top

0.1

0.2

,....,
I.......

.1
o 1 234
~Top Bottom ~

Column height [m]

100
~.

Fig. III-7 Organic phase steady
state concentration
profiles
D:nitric acid,
4t:uranyl nitrate

Fig. III-8 The volume of
each tank de
termined by using
Fig.III-7

The simulation of dynamic behavior of uranium was carried
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out by solving Eqs. (I11-1), (I11-2) and (I11-3) using the

number of tanks and the volume of each one determined.

Figures 111-9 (a) and (b) show the time change of uranium

concentration In the extract and the organic phase at the

sampling port under 1 m from the top of the column, respectively.

The time to reach steady state was about 50 minutes in the

exper iment . Since the calculated results using the number of

tanks and the volume of each one show good agreement with the

experimental ones, this model is adequate to the simulation of

extraction dynamics in the pulsed column.

a) b)

6020 40

t [min]

DL--"""'--L-------'-------'
o

2.------~----.--~--..----~---.

6020 40
t [min]

20

...... 60 ........

" ::::::
Cl C')
'-' .........- :=-
:> >- -::l 40 ::>

80

Fig.III-9 Comparison of simulated transient response curves
with experimental data (0: experimental, - :cal
culated)
(a) extract at the top of the collillill
(b) organic phase at the sampling port under 1 m

from the top of the column
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III-5. Conclusion

It is concluded that the progression model lS applicable

to simulate the steady state extraction behavior In the pulsed

column. This model is also applicable to simulate the dynamic

behavior of the concentration of uranium In the pulsed column,

when the small change of the flow rate of extraction and/or

raffinate from the stationary condition. If the the number of

tanks and the volume of each one of the progression model are

represented as the operational conditions, the model will be

more available.
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the TBP/n-dodecane-ni tric acid system, however, is very

compl ica ted. The reasons why are; (i) Neptunium has three

valences of IV, V and VI in nitric acid solution under normal

Purex extraction condition, (ii) Np(IV) and Np(VI) are extracted

by TBP, but Np(V) is not extracted, and (iii) its valence is

affected by oxidation-reduction reactions with other components

in the system. Simulation of its behavior, therefore, requires

both data of extraction equilibria between organic and aqueous

solution and of oxidation-reduction reactions in the nitric

acid solution.

A lot of components must be handled by the numerical

simulation in view of the safety and. the waste minimization.

The simulation codes of the extraction process developed in

the past, however, handled almost uranium and plutonium. The

code, theref ore, should be extend to deal wi th the 0 ther

components. In the present situation, the informations of the

other components, such as the distribution coefficients and

the reaction kinetics, are less than those of uranium and

plutonium. In the following two chapters, extension of the

simulation model for the other components is discussed. Neptunium

is taken up as the typical components except uranium and

plutonium for the extension.

The quantity of neptunium in the spent MOX or FBR fuels

will lncrease compared with the conventional LWR fuels in the

near future. Neptunium, therefore, will be an important

The behavior of neptunium in

IntroductionIV-l.

nuclide in the Purex process.



In this chapter, a new estimation equation of the neptunium

distribution coefficient is proposed. "The estimation equations

of the distribution coefficients for uranium, plutonium and

nitric acid are also remade in this chapter. The oxidation-

reduction reactions for neptunium In the nitric acid solution

are briefly summarized in the last section in this chapter.

IV-2. Estimation Equations of Distribution
Coefficients

Distribution equilibrium of nitric acid and actinide,

such as uranlum, plutonium and neptunium, between aqueous

solution and TBP (tri-butyl phosphate) are very interested in

Purex extraction process. The estimation equations of the

distribution coefficients are required to calculate the

concentration profiles of extraction components in the extractor.

Many researchers [l-llJ have investigated the equilibrium of

the nitric acid and uranyl nitrate between aqueous and organic

solvents experimentally and theoretically. The results of

these studies can be summarized briefly as the followings:

(i) Nitric acid is almost extracted by forming 1: l-complex

with TBP i (ii) U(VI) are extracted by forming 1:2-complex

with TBP such as U02(N0 3 )2(TBP)2 i (iii) Equilibrium constants of

extraction reactions are not conformed with mass action law

because of deviation from ideal solutions. Accordingly, the

equilibrium constants may be expressed as a function of

concentration of solutions. Richardson[12] has suggested that

the equilibrium constants were expressed as the functions of
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(IV-4)

(IV-l)

(IV-3 )

(IV-2 )

The results

org

org

In this study, the equilibrium

KPu(IVI

<---> Pu (N0 3 ) 4 (TBP) 2

KHN03

H+ + N0
3

- + TBP <---> HNO,TBPorg .aq aq org ~

K NP (VI)

NpO/+aq + 2 N03 - aq + 2 TBPorg <---> Np02(N03)2(TBP)2 org

The extraction equilibrium of Np(VI), U(VI), Pu(IV), HN0
3

The extraction equilibria of Np(VI), U(VI), Pu(IV) and

and (IV-4) are defined as:

total nitrate ion concentration.

The equilibrium constants of reactions (IV-l), (IV-2), (IV-3)

data reported by Petrich[13] .

by the former researchers and the established ones by this

IV-2-1. Extraction Equilibria and Regression Method

squares method.

solvents were correlated to a total ionic strength by a least

constants of extraction reactions between aqueous and organlc

nitric acid are illustrated and a regression method are

briefly stated in the first part of this section.

and TBP are as follows:

of estimation equations is carried out by using of distribution

of the regression are discussed in the second part of the

section. A comparison between the estimation equation presented

study is also carried out here. Determination of the parameters



P.Np(VI) = YNp(VI) K Np (VI) =
[Np0 2 (NO]) 2 (TBP) 2Jorg

[NPO~+JaJNO 3J~q [TBP]~rg
(IV-S)

Ku(VI) = Yu(vI)Ku(VI) =
[ U0 2 (NO]) 2 (TBP) 2Jorg

[UO~+JaJN03J~q [TBPJ~rg
( IV-6)

KPu(IV) =
[pu (NO]) 4 (TBP) 2Jorg

[PU4+]aJN03J~q. [TBPJ~rg
(IV-7)

(IV-8)

where, K' are apparent equilibrium constants, yare correlation

coefficients which includes activity coefficients of the ions.

The uncomplexed (free) TBP concentration in Eqs. (IV-S)-(IV-8)

is given by subtracting organic concentrations of nitrates

from initial concentration of TBP as:

[TBP]org = [TBP]init - [HN0 3 ]org - 2 I [M]org (IV-9)

II

I,
I

I!
I

where [TBP]init and [M] are initial concentration of TBP (30

Vol. % TBP lS equivalent to 1. 096 mol / 1) and act inide lon

concentration, respectively. Nitric acid ion concentration in

aqueous phase is equal to the total concentration of N0 3 - and

given as:

where m is valence of the actinide ions. The coefficients of

each component, Y, correlates with ionic strength by second

order polynomial functions as:

(IV-ll )
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where P is an lonlC strength of aqueous phase defined as:

J.l = 1/2 [N03 -]aq + [H+]aq + L m2 [M]aq ). (IV-12)

The coefficient y was asswned to be not depend on temperature.

The parameters of the polynomial function, a, b, c and d, were

determined from the distribution equilibrium data between

aqueous solutions and TBP for whole temperature range. A

non-linear least squares method was used in order to determine

the parameters in these regressions[14] .

IV-2-2. Results and Discussion

Table IV-l shows the experimental conditions for the

regress ion. The experimental error of the each data was

unknown, but outliers selected by Petrich were not used for

the correlations. Table IV-2 shows the parameters of the

correlation and their errors of Eq. (IV-l1) estimated by this

work. The errors of root mean square· were independent of the

parameters a for Np(VI), HN0 3 and U(VI). Figures IV-l, IV-2,

IV-3 and IV-4 show the relationships between the logarithm of

K' and ionic strength for Np(VI), U(VI), Pu(IV) and HN0 3 ,

respectively. Curves in the figures are similar to a change

of the activity coefficient of electrolyte solutions. Table

IV-3 shows the sum of squares of difference of the experimental

distribution coefficients from the fitting ones for this work

and the Richardson's one. The distribution coefficients

calculated by this estimation equations for the equilibrium

Constants are better agreement with the experimental ones than

those calculated by the Richardson's ..
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Table IV-l Acid concentration and temperature range of
distribution equilibrium data used the
regressions

System Number of
data sets

Acid concentration
range (mol/ 1)

Temperature
range (·C)

HN0 3 -Np (VI) -TBP 194 0 - 11. 0

HN0 3 -TBP 172 0 - 9.1 15 - 70

HN03 -U (VI) -TBP 420 0 - 6.1 20 - 70

HN03 - Pu (IV) -TBP 83 0 - 7.5 20 - 70

Table IV-2 Parameters and their errors of Eq. (IV-II)

Components a b c d

Np(VI) 1.19X10- 1 1.54X10o -9.14X10- 1

± 3.06 X 10 2 ±1.02X10-1 ±8.24X10- 2

HN03
3.10X10- 1 -9.59X10- 1 -1.35X10 2

± 1.98 X 10-2 ±5.57X10-2 _3.59X10· 2

U(VI) 5.61X10- 1 -1.31X10 o 1. 72 X 10 0

±4.50X10·2 ±1.49X10· 1 ±1.18X10- 1

Pu(IV) -4.87 X 10- 2 1.82X10 0 -5.24X10 o 4.06X10 0

±8.25X10' ±1.58X10-1 ±3.20X10· 1 ±1.57X10- 1

Table IV-3 Sum of squares of difference of the experimental
distribution coefficients from the fitting ones

System this work Richardson

HN0 3
2.24 X 10- 1 7.11X10- 2

U(VI) 1.73X10 1 5.60 X 10 1

Pu(IV) 1.30X10 1 2.28X10o

Np(VI) 5.4IX10o
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IV-3. Oxidation-Reduction Reactions Concerning with
Neptunium

Since the extraction and the oxidation-reduction reactions

occur In the extraction process simultaneously, the reaction

kinetics of neptunium af feet i ts b~havior In the process.

Particularly, the extraction behavior in the co-decontamination

process determines whether neptunium is coextracted with uranium

and plutonium to the product stream or not extracted and flows

to the waste stream. In this section, the oxidation-reduction

reactions concerning with neptunium in the co-decontamination

process are collected from the presented literatures.

reaction rate equations are also given here.

IV-3-1. Disproportionation Reaction of Neptunium

Their

Pentavalent neptunium disproportionates to tetra and hexa

valent ones in the nitric acid solution as:

2 N ° I + 4 H+ N ° 2+ N 4+ 2 H °P 2 <---> P 2 + P + 2· (IV-13)

A reaction rate equation of Eq. (IV-13) has been suggested by

Koltunov et al. [15J as:

-d[Npo2tJ / dt = 2 k [Np02+J 2[H+J 2

k = O.113±O.05 M- 3min- 1 (90"C)

(IV-14 )

Since the reaction of Eq. (IV-13) includes a structure change

from Np02 + to Np4t, the reaction rate is very slow. This

reaction may be neglected under the normal operational condition

in the Purex process [16 J .
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IV-3-2. Reduction of Neptunium by Hydrazine

Generally, hydrazine is fed to the U-Pu partition process

in order to scavenge nitrous acid which promotes reoxidation

of Pu(III). It has been tentatively used at the co-decontamination

process in order to control neptunium extraction[17]. Reduction

of neptunium by hydrazine, therefore, should be considered for

neptunium extraction.

Hexa and penta valent neptunium are reduced by hydrazine.

Reduction reaction from Np(VI) to Np(V) occurs in nitric acid

solution containing excessive quantity of hydrazine as:

The production rate of Np(V) is described as[18]

d[Np02']/dt = k [Np022.] [N
2
H

4
]/[H·]13

k = 8.29±O.05 M- o
7min- 1 (20'C)

(IV-15 )

(IV-16 )

As showing Eq. (IV-16), this reaction proceeds very rapidly.

On the other hand, reduction reaction from Np(V) to Np(VI)

occurs as:

The rate of the reaction (IV-17) lS as slow as the

disproportionation reaction of Eq. (IV-13) because of the

structure change from Np02' to Np4' [19]. This reaction, therefore,

may be also neglected under the normal operational condition

in the Purex process[16].

IV-3-3. oxidation-Reduction Reaction· of Neptunium by Nitrous
Acid

It is known that the extraction behavior of neptunium
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strongly depends upon nitrous acid concentration. The reaction

of neptunium concerning the nitrous ac~d proceeds as:

2 Np02+ + 3 H+ + NO]- <---> 2 NpO/+ + HN0
2

+ H20. (IV-lS)

Several kinetic studies for reaction (IV-l8) have been carried

out. Siddall et al. [20] have found out that the rate of Np(V)

decomposition lS proportional to fourth power of hydrogen ion

concentration experimentally and proposed a rate equation as:

-d[Np (V) ] / dt = k [Np (V) ] [H+] 4. (IV-19 )

On the one hand, Swanson[21] has observed that the rate of

Np(V} decomposition is proportional to nitrous acid concentration

and independent on nitric acid concentration above 2 M In

nitric acid. He has also proposed a rate equation as:

-d[Np (V) ] / dt = k [Np (V) ] [HN0 2] (IV-20)

Recently, Mouline[22] has got a result that the reaction rate

depends on nitric acid concentration and a ratio of pentavalent

neptunium and nitrous acid concentration as:

-d[Np(V}]/dt =k [Np(V}] [H+]13[NO]-]2 (1+[Np(V}]I[HN02]). (IV-21)

Though the contradiction of them may result from the difference

of experimental condition, these results imply that the behavior

of the reaction is very complicated.

According to extraction behavior In the co-decontamination

process[17], reaction of Eq. (IV-IS) must be a reversible

reaction. Eqs. (IV-19), (IV-20) and (IV-21), however, are not

considered the reverse reaction of Eq. (IV-18). A rate equation

expressed as a reversible reaction, therefore, should be used

to simulate the extraction process as:

-d[Np (V) ] / dt = k ([Np (V) ] - [Np (V) ] eq)
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where, [Np(V)J eq lS an equilibrium concentration of Np(V),

which calculates the following equation as:

K = [Np (VI) J [HNO -J 112/ [Np (V) J [H+J 312 [NO -J 1/2
eq 2 eq eq eq 3 eq . (IV-23)

An equilibrium constant of Eq. (IV-23) is theoretically calculated

from oxidation-reduction potential[23J and lS 0.00048

[ (mo1/1 ) -3 12 J . The constant, however, depends upon the

concentration of the solution because of deviation from ideal

solution. Several apparent equilibrium constants have been

obtained experimentally by former researchers [20,21, 24, 25J

The constants are expressed by the following equation as:

(IV-24)

Table IV-4 shows the constant and the orders In Eq. (IV-24)

presented by the former researches.

The oxidation-reduction reaction of neptunium by nitrous

acid lS very complicated and the results of the former

researches have some contradictions as stated above. In the

following chapter, qualitative analysis of this reaction will

be carried out based on the observations of neptunium extraction

by mixer-settler.

Table IV-4 Apparent equilibrium constants and orders of
Eq. (IV-24)

Reference logK' ex f3

Siddall et al. 201 -3.28±0.09 1/2 2
Gourisse 24

) (-3.37~-3.03) +0.05 1/2 2
Swanson21J -3.57+0.06 1/2 3

-3.13±0.04 1/2 2
Tanaka et al. 25) -2.92+0.05 1/3 3
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The new estimation equation of the distribution coefficient

for Np(VI) was proposed. The estimation equations for the

distribution coefficients of U(VI) I Pu(IV) and nitric acid

decontamination process, principal reaction for neptunium is

the oxidation-reduction reaction by nitrous acid. This reaction

has not been well understood, a quantitative analysis of this

reaction, therefore, will be carried out in the next chapter.

In co-

These estimation equations have equilibrium

ConclusionIV-4.

nitric acid solution were briefly summarized.

were also remade.

constants which correlate with the total ionic strength in the

aqueous phase. The parameters correlated by the non-linear

leas t squares method were obta ined f or every component.

Distribution coefficients estimated by these equations were in

good agreement with the presented distribution data.

The oxidation-reduction reactions for neptunium In the
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V-l. Introduction

Neptunium is one of the important nuclide In the Purex

process. Its behavior in the process is very complicated as

stated the former chapter. The reasons are summarized below

as:

i) Three valences of IV, V and VI are observed In nitric

acid solution.

ii) Tetra and hexa valent neptunium are extracted by TBP, but

pentavalent is not extracted.

iii) Its valency and their distribution coefficients are strongly

dependent on the concentration of the solutions.

Simulation of its behavior, therefore, requires both data of

extraction equilibria between organic and aqueous solution and

oxidation-reduction reactions in the nitric acid solution. In

the former chapter, it is shown that the qualitative assessment

of the oxidation-reduction reaction between Np(V) and Np(VI)

by ni trous acid lS not enough to simulate the neptunium

behavior. In this chapter, the qualitative analysis of the

oxidation-reduction reaction between Np(V) and Np(VI) by nitrous

acid is carried out to develop the rate equation of the

reaction used for the simulation of neptunium extraction

behavior. The rate equation used in this analysis is the same

equation as Eq. (IV-22). The rate constant in Eq. (IV-22) and

the equilibrium constant in Eq. (IV-23) were determined to

minimize the difference between the experimental concentration

profiles of neptunium and simulated one. For the analysis, a
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new approach building the simulation codes lS also suggested

to easily extend the multi-component extraction system. This

approach is expected to the analysis of some reaction kinetics

for other components except neptunium.

V-2. Extraction Model

For multi-component extraction system, a simulation code

includes a lot of equations, which calculate the distribution

coefficients and reaction rates. Generally, these equations

are non-linear functions depending on the solute concentrations.

If a usual approach is used to build the simulation code, the

calculation results, such as concentration profiles, are not

solved because of their non-linearities. Thus, simplification

of the extraction model is required for the multi-component

extraction system without lack of accuracy.

Figure v-l shows the concept of this extraction model,

which is simplified the expression of the reactions. All

oxidation-reduction reactions are assumed to occur only In

aqueous phase shown in the figure. Solute concentration In

organic phase, shaded area In the figure, is in equilibrium

state with that of aqueous one. Now, this model is applied to

t.he extraction process wi th mixer-set tler type contactor.

Mass balance in one stage of the mixer-settler is expressed

as:

Q . x· . + Q . v. . + Vr. = Q t X . + Q tY: .x, in in, ] y, in-'" in, ) ] x, au out. J y, au out, ]
(V-l)

(V-2 )

Where,

D = distribution coefficients
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Q = volwnetric flow rate

r = reaction rates

V = reaction volwne

x = solute concentration In aqueous phase

y = solute concentration In organic phase

subscripts represent,

In = inlet

out = outlet

x = aqueous phase

y = organic phase

] = component.

The distribution coefficients of Np(VI), moJO), U(VI) and

Pu(IV) are calculated by the estimation equations established

in the former chapter[l]. That of HN02 is estimated from the

distribution data reported by Bahr and Hotoku et al. [2,3]. It

is also assumed that penta valent neptuniwn and hydrazine are

not extracted by TBP. The computer program for simulation of

extraction behavior in co-decontamination process was implemented

by using of a COMPAS flowsheeting system[4].
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N02- H+ - ~. ·HNO·.... 2.

U022+ .- ... :U(VI):

Pu 4+ :PuOV)

~

•

Fig.V-l concept of the extraction model (oxidation
reduction reactions In organic phase are
not considered.)

V-3. Results and Discussion

The rate equation of the oxidation-reduction reaction

between Np(V) and Np(VI) by nitrous acid is shown again as:

-d[Np (V) ] / dt = k ([Np (V) ] - [Np (V) ] eq) (V-3 )

where, [Np(V) ]eq lS an equilibrium concentration of Np(V),

which calculates the following equation as:

K = [Np (VI) ] eq [HN02 -] eqll2 / [Np (V) ] eq [W] eq312 [N03 -] eq1l2 • (V-4 )

In this study, the rate and equilibrium constants in Eqs. (V-3)

and (V-4) were determined by using the results of neptunium

extraction experiments presented In open literature.

Determination of the constants was carried out by a non-linear
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least squares method[5] .

Tsuboya et al. [6] carried out some experiments of neptunium

extraction in the co-decontamination process controlled by

nitrous acid concentration. Figures V-2 (Run 1) and V-3 (Run

2) show their flowsheets by using of the mixer-settler with

16-stage. For both experiments of Run 1 and 2, Np(V) and

Np(VI) were fed to 8-th stage. Organic solvent of 30%-TBP/dodecane

and scrub solution of nitric acid were supplied to first and

16-th stages, respectively. Sodium nitrite was supplied in

order to control nitrous acid concentration to third stage for

Run 1 and to first stage for Run 2, respectively. For only

Run 2, hydrazine was supplied to 8-th stage In order to

scavenge nitrous acid as[7]:

NzHs- + HN0 2 --> H· + HN} + 2 H 20 (V-5)

HN} + HN0 2 --> N 2 0 + N 2 + HzO. (V-6)

Reduction reactions of Np(VI) and Np(V) by hydrazine are not

considered in the simulation, because all hydrazine fed to

8-th stage are consumed by the rapid reactions with nitrous

acid as shown in Eqs. (V-S) and (V-6).
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Figure V-4 shows the comparison between experimental and

calculated concentration profiles of total neptunium for Run

1. Both aqueous and organic concentra tion prof iles have a

peak at 8-th stage. The peak of neptunium concentration

results from influence of nitrous acid[8]. Calculated profiles

by this model are well simulated the peak and In good

agreement wi th experimental ones. In case of supplying

hydrazine (Run 2), the peak of neptunium concentration was not

found as shown in Fig.V-S. It was assumed that nitrous acid

in the stage was consumed equivalent of hydrazine according to

Eq. (V-S) in the simulation of Run 2. Both aqueous and organic

concentration profiles of neptunium calculated by this model

are also in good agreement with experimental ones.

Table V-l shows the determined reaction rate constant and

equilibrium one in Eqs. (V-3) and (V-4) The errors of their

constants are also shown in the table. The rate constant and

the equilibrium one for Run 1 are in agreement with those for

Run 2 in consideration of their errors. Logarithmic values of

the equilibrium constants are well agreement with the presented

values by the former researchers as shown in the Table IV-4.

The determined rate equation, therefore, is adequate for the

simulation of neptunium extraction behavior.
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Table V-l The rate and the equilibrium constants in
Eqs. (V-3) and (V-4) determined from neptunium
concentration profiles of Run 1(Fig.V-4) and
Run 2 (Fig. V-5)

k [min- 1
]

K [( l/mol) 3/2]

logK

Run 1
Fig.V-4

1.25 X 10- 2 +2.51 X 10- 3

6.04 X 10- 4 ±7 .17 X 10- 5

-3.22

Run 2
Fig.V-5

1.97 X 10- 2 ± 4.47 X 10- 3

11.5 X 10-4 ± 5.03 X 10- 4

-2.94

10 3

10 2
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z
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D

,,, ,.... 0 -0. a .. Q
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" ~,~ (), .., ..
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p' (Experimental)

/ 0 Organic Phase
(Experimental)

Aqueous Phase
(Calc'ulated)

Organic Phase
(C alculated)

10 0

1 8

Stage Number

1 6

Fig.V-4 Comparison between simulated and experimental
concentration profiles of Np in Run 1
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Fig.v-S comparison between simulated and experimental
concentration profiles of Np in Run 2
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V-4. Conclusion

The qualitative analysis of the oxidation-reduction reaction

between Np(V) and Np(VI) with nitrous acid was carried out and

the rate equation of the reaction was d~veloped. The simulation

results based on the developed rate equation were compared

with the experimental results for neptunium behavior in the

co-decontamination process. The simulated concentration profiles

of neptunium were fairly well agreement with experimental

ones. Determined rate constant and equilibrium one, therefore,

are adequate to simulate the neptunium extraction behavior.

For the analysis, a new approach building the simulation

code was also suggested to easily extend the multi-component

extraction system. All oxidation-reduction reactions in this

model are assumed to occur only in a~leous phase. This model

should be applicable to the simulation of other components

except uranium and plutonium. The approach in this study,

which determines reaction rate equation from the extraction

experiments, should be available for the analysis for the

reaction kinetics of other components in the Purex extraction

process.
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CHAPTER VI

FLOWSHEET CALCULATION OF PUREX PROCESS
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VI-i. Introduction

In the research and development for the Purex process,

flowsheet calculations are required for: i) Determination of

operational conditions, ii) Verification of the applicability

for the modified or newly developed process, and iii) Estimation

of waste volume and its composition. Moreover, a flowsheet

calculation system is strongly desired for the researches and

developments having the view point of the safety and the waste

minimization.

Several flowsheet calculation programs for design and

simulation of the general chemical process have been on the

market [1] . Some of them could be also used for design and

operation of the nuclear fuel reprocessing. REPROCX[2] have

been developed as a flowsheet calculation system for the

reprocessing process in order to facilitate linking several

established simulation codes. It also contains a plenty of

knowledge and experiences of U. K. fuel reprocess ing. The

REPROCX, however, would be unsuitable to modify the process

structure easily.

A COMPAS (COMputer aided Process flowsheet design and

Analysis System for nuclear fuel reprocessing) system[3] is

developed as the flowsheet calculation tool. This system can

be used not only the process flowsheet calculation but also

the modification of the flowsheet as user's wishes can be

done. Outline of the COMPAS system and its application are

shown in this chapter. An example of the application is
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determination of operational condition for flow control of

neptunium in the Purex process. A simulation code used in the

example was developed based on the results in the former

chapters.

VI-2. Summary of COMPAS

realization of

algor i thms for

User Interface

Major alm of developing the COMPAS is

below three functions to uni te the basic

f lowsheet calculation [4 J and the GrCiphical

(GUI)

i) Easily making flowsheet diagram on graphical display.

ii) Directly obtaining the information of equipments and

the calculated results in the streams connected between

the equipments on the display.

iii) Sharing the simulation codes and other information on

the computer network with both researchers and engineers.

A prototype of the flowsheet calculation system based on the

above strategies have been developed in 1991[5J. The COMPAS

lS an improved system of the prototype to deal with the

nuclear fuel reprocessing.

All of equipments, such as a dissolver, a mixer-settler,

and so on, In the process flowsheet diagram are graphically

visualized as icons on a bitmap display of UNIX workstation.

Drawing of a flowsheet can be carried out easily by the mouse

operation. Not only a published simulation code but also a

user's original one can be used on the COMPAS. At present,

several simulation codes, which are for the simulation of
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spent fuel composition, a shearing machine, a dissolver, a

feed controller, a mixer-settler and a pulsed column, can be

used on the COMPAS. Specifications of the equipments and the

concentration of components in the stream displayed as tables

can be edited by a computer user.

be also displayed graphically.

Results of calculation can

VI-3. Determination of Operational Condition for
Neptunium Flow Control

One of interesting problems for treatment of TRU elements

is how to separate neptunium from other elements.

strategies in the Purex process can be considered as:

Three

(1) After making Np accompany with the highly active waste

(HAW) stream from the co-decontamination process, Np is

separated from the waste.

(2) After making Np accompany with U-product at U-Pu partition

process, Np is separated from the product or recycled as

fuel with uranium.

(3) After making Np accompany with Pu-product at U-Pu partition

process, Np is recycled as the MOX fuel with plutonium.

Second and third strategies may be acceptable ways to manage

neptunium, because some additional processes are not required

in contrast with first strategy and it may be possible that

neptunium is kept into closed fuel cycle. In this study,

determination of operational condition for control of neptunium

flow is carried out based on the second and third strategies.

It is well known that neptunium has three valences of IV,

V and VI in nitric acid solution under normal Purex extraction
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condition. It is also known that Np(IV) and Np(VI) are

extracted by TBP, but Np(V) is not extracted. Behavior of Np

extraction, therefore, is complicated because its valence lS

affected by oxidation reduction reactions with other components

In the solution. It is necessary for efficient Np separation

to control its valence by a proper wa~.

Before determination of operational condi tions, the

flowsheet of the Purex process and an original simulation code

for Np extraction must be prepared. Figure VI-l shows the

Purex process flowsheet on the COMPAS. The flowsheet consists

of a power reactor, a shearing machine, a batch dissolver, a

feed controller and four banks of mixer-settler. Icon of No.4

represents the spent fuel shipped from the power reactor.

Input icons, No.O, 1, 2 and 3, represent feed of scrub,

solvent to co-decontamination and U-Pu partition process, and

strip solution, respectively. Output icons represent off-gas (

No.8 and 9 ), HAW ( No.15 ), Pu-product( No.20 ) and U-product(

No.21 ). Two recycled loops, which are sets of streams; (11,

13, 12) and (17, 18, 16, 19), can be found on the flowsheet.

After drawing the flowsheet by the mouse operation, the

variables of input and specifications of the units are edited

in the icons. The original code for Np extraction have been

developed to incorporate Np distribution data and the rate

equations concerning Np reactions as stated In the former

chapters.
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Fig.VI-l Purex process flowsheet on the COMPAS

To achieve the second and third strategies, it is desirable

that all neptunium into the co-decoptamination process are

carried to the U-Pu partition one. Simulation of finding the

desirable operational condition were attempted. The goal of

the simulation is that neptunium is transferred to the next

partition process as much as possible to control the organic

solvent feed rate into the co-decontamination process shown as

the input icon NO.1 in the Fig.VI-1. Two banks of mixer-settler

are used for the co-decontamination process in our example
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flowsheet. One bank composed 5 stages is for the scrub, the

other bank composed 10 stages is for the extraction. Volume

of one stage for the scrub and the extraction banks are 2.0X

10- 2 and 3.0 X 10. 2 m3
, respectively. Table VI-I shows the feed

conditions after the feed controller shown the stream lcon

No.10 ln the Fig.VI-1. Generation of neptunium in 3.0 96

23s U- enr iched PWR fuel is calculated by ORIGEN2 [6] for burn-up

of 20,000, 30,000 and 40,000 MWd/U-ton, respectively. The

concentration of U(VI) fed into the co-decontamination process

is fixed for 250 gil. On the other hand, the concentration of

Pu(IV) and Np are changed with their generation in the power

reactor. Concentration ratio of Np(VI) and Np(V),

[Np(VI)]/[Np(V)] is 0.43 fixed for the respective burn-up.

Concentration of nitric and nitrous acid are fixed for 3.0 and

2.0 X 10. 2 moll L respectively. Table VI-2 shows the feed

conditions of aqueous scrub and strip solution in the input

icon No.O and 3 in the Fig.VI-1, respectively.

Table VI-l Flow rates and feed concentrations into co-
decontamination process

Burn-up [MWd/Ut] 20,000 30,000 40,000

Flow rate [m 3 /h] 5.0X10· 2 5.0 X 10- 2 5.0X10- 2

U(VI) [gil] 250.0 250.0 250.0

Pu (IV) [gil] 1. 85 2.38 3.20

Np(V) [gil] 5.05X10- 2 1.09 X 10- 1 1.92X10- 1

Np(VI) [gil] 2.16X10- 2 4.67 X 10- 2 8.25X10- 2

HN03 [mol/l] 3.0 3.0 3.0

HN02 [mol/l] 2.0X10- 2 2.0 X 10- 2 2.0X10· 2
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Table VI-2 Flow rates and concentrations ln scrub and strip
solutions

Scrub solution Strip solution

Input icon 1n Fig.VI-1 No.O No.3

Flow rate [m 3 /h] 5.0X10- 2 3.2X1O· 2

HN03 [mol/l] 3.0 2.0

U(IV) [gil] 71.4

Hydrazine [mol/l] 0.5

The simulations varied the feed rate of organic solvent

1n the input icon No.1 in the Fig.VI-1 are carried out for the

respective burn-up condition. Figure VI-2 shows the relationships

between Np recovery and flow rate of the organic solvent. The

recovery is defined as the fraction of neptunium recovered

into the following U-Pu partition process to the total neptunium

fed into the co-decontamination process. When all neptunium

recover to the partition process, the recovery 1S 100 '*o .

According to the figure, the recovery increases with the flow

rate of the solvent, and it does not depend on the burn-up of

the fuel. The results show that control of organic solvent

feed rate is one of available way to realize the second and

third strategies for our example. It is kept in mind that the

control of neptunium stream for practical Purex process can

not necessarily be success by the simple way proposed here,

because the concentration of Np(VI), Np(V) and nitrous acid

are varied with the condition of dissolution process. Further

researches are required to simulate Np behavior in the Purex

process precisely. The example, however, shows that the

COMPAS is applicable to decide the operational conditions for
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the control of neptunium flow In the Purex process.
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Fig.VI-2 Relationships between Np recovery and flow
rate of the organic solvent
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VI-4. Conclusion

The cOMPAS has been developed in order to analyze the

flowsheet of the Purex process. Drawing of a flowsheet

diagram can be carried out easily by the mouse operation,

therefore, the COMPAS copes with changes of the flowsheet.

Results of the simulation are also obtained by the mouse

operation and displayed graphically.

Determination of operational condition for control of

neptunium flow was carried out as an application of the

cOMPAS. The results showed that the control of organlc

solvent feed rate to the co-decontamination process was one of

available way to realize the control of neptunium flow in our

example.

It lS concluded that the cOMPAS system is applicable to

researches and engineering works In varlOUS parts of the fuel

reprocessing.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION
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In this thesis, modeling of Purex process and its simulation

were described. The major conclusions of the thesis are

summarized as follows:

(1) The dissolution model of U0 2 pellets was suggested to

simulate the dissolution process, whi~h are controlled by both

penetration and reaction. The reaction orders and rate

constants in the model were determined from the experimental

observations with the unirradiated oxide uranium fuel by the

nonlinear least squares method. The rate equations presented

here should be applicable to batch or continuous dissolver.

(2) The progression model was suggested to simulate the

extraction behavior in the pulsed column. Simulation results

by this model were in good agreement with the experimental

ones. This model was also applicable to simulate the dynamic

extraction behavior in the pulsed column. If the parameters

of the progression model are represented as the operational

conditions, the model will be more available.

(3) The new estimation equation of the distribution coefficient

for Np(VI) was proposed. The estimation equations for the

distribution coefficients of U(VI), Pu(IV) and nitric acid

were also remade. These estimation equations have equilibrium

constants which correlate with the total ionic strength in the

aqueous phase. Distribution coefficients estimated by these

equations are in good agreement with the presented distribution

data.

(4) The qualitative analysis of the oxidation-reduction reaction

between Np(V) and Np(VI) by nitrous acid was carried out and
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the rate equation of the reaction was developed. The simula~ed

concentration profiles of neptunium by the developed rate

equation were fairly well agreement with experimental ones. A

new approach building the simulation code was also suggesced

to easily extend the multi-component "extraction system. All

oxidation-reduction reactions in this model are assumed to

occur only in aqueous phase. The approach in this study,

which determines reaction rate equation from the extraction

experiments, should be available for the analysis for the

reaction kinetics of other components in the Purex extraction

process.

(5) The COMPAS has been developed In order to analyze the

flowsheet of the Purex process. Determination of operational

condition for control of neptunium flow was carried out as an

application of the COMPAS. The results showed that the

control of organic solvent feed rate to the co-decontamination

process was one of available way to realize the control of

neptunium flow in our example.

These results should contribute the progress of the

researches and developments of the Purex process, particularly

in view of safety aspects and waste minimization.
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NOTATION

a

a

b

c

d

D

H

K

K

K'

k

Interfacial area

Fitting parameter; see Eq. (IV-ll)

Fitting parameter; see Eq. (IV-II)

Fitting parameter; see Eq. (IV-ll)

Fitting parameter; see Eq. (IV-1l)

Distribu ion coefficient

Effective height of pulsed column

Mass transfer coefficient in Chapter III

Equilibrium constant in Chapters IV and V

Apparent equilibrium constant

Reaction rate constant

[c 2/ cm3
]

[- ]

[em]

[em/sec]

[cm3
/ s]

[ (l/mol) /min]

[ (1/mol)2/min]

[( l/mol) l/].x} /min]

[( l/mol) 3/min]

Penetration rate constant;see Eq. (11-1)

Reaction rate constant;see Eq. (11-2)

Reaction rate constant;see Eq. (11-3)

Reaction rate cons an ;see Eq. (11-4)

Valence of actinide lon

Molecular weight

Volumetric flow rate

Reaction rate

Time [sec, min]

Volume of mixed tank [cm3 ]

Volume of column in Chapter III [cm3
]

Reacting volume in Chapters II and V [cm 3
]

Unexposed Mass of fuel or U02 pellet [kg]

Exposed Mass of fuel or U02 pellet [kg]

Dissolved Mass of fuel or U02 pellet [kg]

Solute concentration ln aqueous phase [mol/cm3
, mol/I]

Solute concentration in organic phase [mol/cm3
, mol/I]

Correlation coefficient of x;see Eqs. (IV-S)-(IV-8)

Axial height of pulsed column [cm]

t

v

r

M

Q

v
v

x

Y

Y x

z

Greek symbols

a Reaction order;see Eqs. (11-2) and (IV-24)
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f3 Reaction order; see Eqs. (11-3) qnd (IV-24)

X Reaction order; see Eq. (11-3)

0 Reaction order; see Eq. (11-4)

E Reaction order; see Eq. (II-4)

¢ Fractional holdup

f.1 Ionic strength

Subscripts

aq Aqueous phase

d Dispersed phase

eq Equilibrium

~ Tank number

In Inlet

init Initial

] Component

org Organic phase

out Outlet

x Aqueous phase

y Organic phase

Superscript

* Equilibrium
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